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In this second edition of our newsletter, we bring to you the latest news of upcoming opportunities, important launches, 

exclusive Nyati events, and some great celebrations. Through this issue, we also aim to highlight recent achievements 

from Nyati Group’s diverse verticals. We are immensely grateful for your support which has made these achievements 

possible.

We hope you enjoy this edition! Please leave us your valuable feedback at marketing@nyatigroup.com
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Dr. Jagdish Hote
Executive Director & CEO

“It gives me great pleasure to address you in this second edition of our quarterly newsletter! We are delighted 
and grateful for the overwhelming response we received for our first edition, and we are excited to continue 

this in the same spirit!

Since inception, we have focused on shaping Nyati Group as the futuristic organisation that it is today. Over the 
years, we have developed and excelled in superior methodologies not only for residential and commercial real 
estate but also for EPC. And we have only been able to do this by actively encouraging and mentoring our teams 

to fastidiously pursue the common goal of customer satisfaction.

Being the leading name in EPC comes with a responsibility towards all our stakeholders that our commitment 
for excellence reflects everywhere in our processes, services, and our offerings. Be it engineering, construction 
or business methodology, all aspects of the business have to be carefully monitored and improvised to suit 
the evolving needs of our stakeholders. And precisely why, our vision for EPC comprises a blueprint for greater 

success on both macro and micro levels.

We at Nyati Group understand that excellence is an ongoing process and we are poised to be your preferred 
partner for a future of growth and prosperity.

Thank you again and keep reading!”

FROM THE CEO’S DESK



Dr. Jagdish Hote, (Executive Director & CEO, Nyati EPC), was felicitated by HRD Minister, Hon. Ramesh Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’ for  
the successful and timely completion of Symbiosis Noida campus.

EPC
CONTRACTING

Nyati EPC caters to various construction and infrastructure requirements in the real estate industry with 

extensive experience in engineering, procurement and contracting of over two decades. For years, we have 

collaborated with the industry’s best architects and developers to deliver futuristic projects in the areas of 

real estate, hospitality, healthcare, IT & ITES spaces and civil infrastructure. With the latest technology at our 

disposal and expert teams to manage the process, Nyati EPC has been able to create unparalleled growth in 

terms of opportunities and performance for all stakeholders. 

With over 25 million+ sq. ft. constructed space to our portfolio and an extensive network of industry experts, 

we are ready to set new benchmarks in the real estate segment across the nation!

Key advantages
Legacy of 25 million+ sq. ft. delivered construction | An extensive industry experience of 20+ years

Highly skilled in-house teams | Award-winning projects across India
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Renowned actor Aamir Khan visited Sainik School in Chandrapur and interacted with the Nyati Group staff on site.

 AAMIR KHAN VISITS SAINIK SCHOOL IN CHANDRAPUR AUG
2019

SAINIK SCHOOL
CHANDRAPUR

 SYMBIOSIS INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY INAUGURATION 

Mr. Nitin Nyati (CMD,Nyati Group) was felicitated by the Hon. Chief Minister of Maharashtra Shri. Devendra Fadnavis, Union Minister Shri. Nitin Gadkari, 
Cabinet Minister of Finance Shri. Sudhir Mungantiwar, Cabinet Energy Minister Shri. Chandrashekhar Bawankule and the founder of Symbiosis  
Dr. S. B. Majumdar for constructing the Renaissance-styled building of 13 lac sq. ft. in just 13 months for Symbiosis International University in Nagpur.

JULY
2019



REAL ESTATE



Nyati Group successfully added a new jewel to its collection with Nyati Evolve in Magarpatta, Pune. The bhoomi poojan and 
cleansing of the site was conducted on Wednesday, 11th Sept. 2019 in the presence of Mr. Nitin Nyati (CMD, Nyati Group) with 
family in tow, our associates, clients and partners. We humbly thank all those who could make it to the event and seek your 
blessings as we embark on a new journey.
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AUG
2019 BHOOMI POOJAN AT NYATI EVOLVE 

With the launch of Nyati Evolve, Nyati Group unveiled another show-stopper in Magarpatta with over 150 channel partners 
being present at the ceremony. The gathering was hosted by Mr. Harish Shroff (Director - Sales, Marketing and Business 
Development), taking them through Nyati Group’s recent string of successes and inviting them to share in the prosperity that 
the new project brings. We are grateful to all the members who took the time out to be a part of our success.

 NYATI EVOLVE CHANNEL PARTNERS’ MEETAUG
2019
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Radio City team visited Nyati Group’s corporate office at Nyati Unitree to interact with our employees on account of Ganesh Chaturthi. 
The afternoon was filled with fun games and events for all ages. We congratulate the participants & winners, and wish everyone a happy 

Ganesh Chaturthi! Here are some of the memorable moments from the day...

 GANESH CHATURTHI CELEBRATION WITH RADIO CITY TEAM

 GANESH CHATURTHI CELEBRATIONS ACROSS OUR SITES

 NYATI ELAN SOCIETY INTERACTION WITH RADIO ONEAUG
2019



The Nyati Group was honoured to host an exclusive gathering for the recent additions to our ever-growing Nyati family. The gathering was 
addressed by Mr Harish Shroff ( Director - Sales, Marketing and Business Development). We are grateful to all those who could make it for the 

event. Here are some moments from the gathering.

EXCLUSIVE GATHERING OF NYATI FAMILY MEMBERS IN DUBAIAUG
2019
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Bhoomi poojan is performed to pay respects to the ‘Bhoomi’ (land). Any site needs the blessing of the Vasthu Devata, to ensure that the structure 
stays strong, ultimately leading to prosperity. Nyati Group performed the bhoomi poojan ceremony for the upcoming luxurious project — Nyati 
Victoria, a majestic bungalow project inspired by the European architecture at Nyati County, Undri. Have a glimpse of the special moments 

during the pooja performed by team Nyati!

BHOOMI POOJAN AT NYATI VICTORIASEPT
2019
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HOSPITALITY
THE CORINTHIANS BAGS NOT ONLY ONE BUT TWO AWARDS

The Corinthians Resort and Club has won not only one but two prestigious awards in one year, namely, ‘The Best Wedding Destination of the 
Year 2019’ and ‘The Best Family Resort of the Year 2019’.
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THE CORINTHIANS TEAM SPENDS A DAY AT  
AN EXECUTIVE PICNIC IN MAHABALESHWAR

AUG
2019
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A SPECIAL TRIBUTE TO FALLEN SOLDIERS ON THE INDEPENDENCE DAY 

A memorial was created in honour of the fallen soldiers. Team Corinthians paid a tribute to these immortal heroes who have made a supreme 
sacrifice for our freedom. A memorial service was held on 15th of August in their memory and a Veteran of the armed services was invited as the 

Chief Guest along with other dignitaries. The Guests shared their valuable experiences with us after the wreath-laying ceremony.
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 TOWN-HALL PROGRAM

Town-hall stands for the reward and recognition program focused at getting the management and the rest of the team under a single roof for 
a periodic two-way interaction. The objective of Town-hall is to recognise the hard work put in by the team members and to celebrate it in the 
presence of the entire team. During the event, details of the quarterly performance and the way forward for the next quarter were shared with 

the team, and their performance was acknowledged and celebrated.
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THE CORINTHIANS TEAM HOISTS THE FLAG ON
INDEPENDENCE DAY

AUG
2019

The Corinthians Resort & Club team celebrated Independence Day by hoisting the the Indian flag on the morning of August 15th. Here are the 
glimpses of the ceremony...
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INDEPENDENCE DAY BRUNCH AT THE CORINTHIANS

The Independence Day was extra special this year 
at the Corinthians Resort and Club as the team 
literally concocted a unique Tricolour buffet menu 
representing the diverse yet harmonious food 
traditions of India. It was truly a tribute to Indian 

culture that says, “Unity through diversity”.
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SEPT
2019

THE CORINTHIANS ARRANGES A SPECIAL EVENT 
WITH VIBGYOR SCHOOL
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Team Corinthians salutes the teachers of Vibgyor School, Trinity International School, Global Talent International School, Anisha Global School, 
Boston World School &  Kothari International School on 5th September 2019, commonly known as Teachers’ Day in India.

Invitations were sent to the teachers of these schools for a day of fun & frolic at the Corinthians Resort & Club. It was a day well spent by the 
teachers under the able guidance of Mr. Zubin Fernandes (Activity Manager) , Mr. Krishna Rao (F&B Manager) & Chef Umesh Gupta 

(Executive Chef).

TEACHERS-SUPERHUMANS WHO MOULD
CHILDRENS INTO GIANTS & WORLD CHANGERS

SEPT
2019
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CELEBRATING THE HARVEST SEASON

Onam is the official state festival of Kerala and it is 
celebrated to mark the arrival of Rice harvest. The 
Corinthians Resort and Club crafted a sumptuous 
buffet of authentic Onam delicacies to celebrate the 

occasion.
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PARSI NEW YEAR 2019

Originated in Ancient Persia (Iran), Navroze is now celebrated in more than 17 countries, each in their own way. In India, it is known as Jamshed 
Navroze. The ‘new day’ festivities of Navroz are celebrated with friends and family. A table or a common room is decorated with objects that 
symbolise purity, brightness, livelihood and wealth. A lavish feast is cooked to enjoy a special meal with loved ones. We at the Corinthians Resort 

& Club were happy to celebrate Navroze with our family of Club Members with a feast befitting the occasion.



Corporate Office
6th Floor, Nyati Unitree, Near Gunjan Theatre,

Nagar Road, Yerwada, Pune - 411 006
+91 20 6686 3333  l   marketing@nyatigroup.com

nyatigroup.com

Mumbai 
804, Landmark Platinum, Junction of SV Road and 34th Road, 

Khar (W), Mumbai - 400 050

Follow us on:

Dubai
102, Burlington Tower, Opp. Oberoi Hotel,  Business Bay, 

P.O Box:62396, Dubai,  UAE

THANK YOU




